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About This Game

GAMEPLAY

Classic gameplay of the bomber. Run through the labyrinth, destroy its walls and enemies, which prevent you from passing on.
Play will have to be mounted on an animal. Each maunt has its own advantages and weaknesses. The maunt can be improved.

You can save up coins and buy a new once, more powerful.

WORLD

In the world of the game three chapters: sands, snow and lava. In each chapter, special enemies will be waiting for you: enemies
of close combat, distant, pursuing enemies and bosses. In addition, in some levels you have to save hostages and solve logical

problems.

ARTS

We have drawn hundreds of unique artworks for this game. Each element of the playing field, enemies and maunts are drawn by
hand by our artists. We really hope that you will like our work!
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Simple, Well Developed, Addictive

I bought this game because I was searching for something similar to multiplayer bomberman.
Definitely I hit it right, amazing nostalgic experience. I never tought I would addict this much on a simple game, but the
feeling of competitivity got me there. Completely worth the money :)

Game is full of different potions, mounts and bombs, they strongly dedicated their time to make this fun for us. Me and my
friends got our competitivity right there, searching for new potions of speed, strenght and others. I am waiting for the
next update, can't wait to see how this game is growing. I feel like the creators had a real fun time developing the game, as a
game developer
I'm real jealous of it. Keep working on it, WE WANT MORE!

The game is better with friends, but I finished the storyline too, loved all those different themes and backgrounds.
Thank you for the lovely nostalgic experience, will buy the next game or dlc too. <3
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